
Blue Door June 2021 Listening Exam

Level Advanced (C1)

You will hear an interview in which a writer called Peter Dell is talking about the Brooklyn
Bridge in New York. For questions 1-6, choose the answer (A, B, C or D) which fits best
according to what you hear.

1 What always happens to Peter each time he arrives at the bridge?
A He perceives things more clearly.
B He experiences a sense of loss.
C He is reassured by something he looks at.
D He feels a keen sense of danger.

2 What does Peter become aware of as he walks across the bridge?
A how vulnerable people on it are
B how symbolic the bridge is
C how intrusive the traffic is
D how important the river is now

3 What surprised Peter about the construction of the Brooklyn bridge?
A It was once the longest bridge in the world.
B Workmen died while they were working on it.
C It was built from an innovative kind of stone.
D The weight of the bridge was supported by timber.

4 According to Peter, how do most pedestrians today react to the Brooklyn Bridge?
A They think it compares favourably with the skyscrapers.
B They believe it is one of the most beautiful locations in New York.
C They experience the excitement of seeing something unusual.
D They feel almost as if they are walking on air.

5 What does Peter say about the crimes committed involving the Brooklyn Bridge?
A Some murders have taken place there.
B The wires on the bridge were damaged.
C There has been one minor explosion.
D Some confidence tricks were successful.

6 According to Peter, what special quality does the bridge have today?
A It is sheltered from the worst of the winter weather.
B It is possible to experience brief moments of silence there.
C It makes you feel as though you are never alone.
D Its height above the river makes you feel superior.


